
1st dam
Mystery At Sea, by Capote. Winner at 3, $37,183, 3rd Pepsi Bassinet S. [L] (RD, $10,000). Dam of 9 other registered foals, 9 of racing age, including--

COOK SOME RICE (g. by Half Ours). 2 wins at 2, $143,190, Louisiana Futurity-R (FG, $53,430), 2nd Louisiana Legacy S.-R (DED, $30,000), 3rd Louisiana Bred Premier Night Prince S.-R (DED, $12,500).


2nd dam


DUCKPOWER (g. by Quack). 17 wins, 2 to 8, $447,253, Heresy S. [L] (WO, $35,190(CAN)), Marine S. [L] (WO, $33,180(CAN)), etc.

WAVE WISE (f. by Smarten). 10 wins, 2 to 9, $409,019, Cup and Saucer S. [LR] (WO, $88,905(CAN)), Maryland Turf S. [LR] (PIM, $60,000), etc.


SEARCH THE SEA (f. by Seeking the Gold). 5 wins, $176,635, Ontario Damsel S.-R (WO, $50,400(CAN))-cr, 6 1/2 fur. in 1:16 2/5, etc. Black-type producer.

Dawn At Sea (g. by *Grey Dawn II). 14 wins, 2 to 9, $362,029, 2nd Cana-dian Maturity S. [LR] (WO, $25,594(CAN)), etc.

Ocean Secret (g. by Secretariat). Winner at 4, $44,161, 2nd Cup and Saucer S.-R (WO, $26,852(CAN)).

Mystery At Sea (f. by Capote). Black-type-placed winner, above.

Engagements: Louisiana F., Breeders’ Cup.

Accredited Louisiana-bred.